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Summary
• Asteroid mining requires a logistical base in Low Earth Orbit that allows the assembly and fuelling of craft, and
in a first phase, accepts semi-processed raw materials coming from asteroids and processes them further into
saleable fuel, to bullion of platinum group metals, and to construction materials in orbit.
-

• This milestone explores the structural design options for achieving a Low Earth Orbit station that provides a
large pressurizable zero gee ‘garage’ for orbital servicing and assembly, combined with a habitat that provides
artificial 1 gee through a rotational structure.
• The various steps on the way to exploring this challenge are shown and graphically depicted.
• The result so far is a static cylinder (stator) that houses a garage and a radiation storm cellar. A habitat is spun
on a 100m long strut at 3rpm, with a counterweight out in the other direction. This rotor is attached to the
stator through a ring sliding along the outside of the stator on magnetic bearings.
• Transfer of crew is through a ‘Synchromesh Airlock’ at the rotational axis to the storm cellar inside the stator.
• To counteract rotational instability and precession, a long boom is attached to the stator that is tidally locked
with Earth, ie. always pointing down to Earth. This provides the anchor for the stator.
• The LEOstation will be travelling a circular equatorial orbit at a presumed 500-800km altitude. The rotational
plane of the rotor will be the same as the plane of the orbit in order to avoid precession problems.
• Further issues that have surfaced and need to be looked into are also touched upon.

Situation
A space station in Low Earth Orbit LEO will have to be built as the staging base in space for any operations to do
with asteroid mining, certainly in the early phase until major massflows from asteroids would have developed. (At
that time a move further out to Terra/Luna Lagrange Points 4 and 5 will probably become more economical). Such
a station in LEO must also begin to earn its upkeep long before Near Earth Asteroid (NEA) mining becomes economically
viable, ie. through orbital services for assembly, servicing and refuelling of equipment and with science in partial
gravity. LEOstation will also begin to develop the processing operations, ie. convert semiprocessed asteroid material
coming from NEAs (metallic grit, rocky minerals, carbon compounds and water) to products that can be sold in orbit
(fuels and construction materials), and extract Platinum Group Metals (PGM) for dropping bullion to Earth.
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Envisaged General Operations
The tasks of the first generation of LEO stations will be:
Phase One:
• Accept and store materials coming up from Earth, ie. construction materials, fuels, etc.
• Accept densely packed and crated parts coming up from Earth for assembly in orbit.
• Assemble equipment in zero gee for deployment in orbit.
• Assemble and fuel deep-space probes exploring beyond Earth orbit.
• Service equipment and structures in orbit.
• Provide secure working conditions for humans, ie. robust life support, living and working at 1 gee as much as
possible, with protection from radiation.
• Provide sustained partial gee facilities for conducting partial gee research.
Phase Two: all of phase one, plus:
• Accept and store semiprocessed materials coming from asteroids.
• Produce and tank fuel processed from volatiles coming from asteroids.
• Produce construction materials from semiprocessed raw material coming from asteroids and deploy them for
constructions in LEO.
• Produce bars of bullion of PGMs and drop them from orbit to Earth.

Combining a Zero Gee ‘Garage’ with Habitats of artificial One Gee:
Exploring the structural challenges.
The above operational considerations suggest that to begin with, two critical structures need to be integrated in the
LEOstation, ie. the ‘Garage’ and the ‘Habitat’. Further important structures will come later such as asteroid material
processing units and fuel depots, etc. This milestone explores the critical structural integration of garage and habitat
for a first LEO station.
A: ‘Garage’
This is a large structure (to begin with a diameter of 10m, length possibly 20m.) that can be pressurized and radiation
shielded. It must be possible to open this structure to space, with a door large enough to take in equipment from
space, then close and pressurize it to work on the equipment, and then depressurize it to send the equipment out
to space again. Inside the pressurized structure, humans shall be able to work safely in zero gee and in coveralls
(possibly with a breather mask).
The garage can be built as a geodesic cage, then lined with various layers to make it gas-tight. Bags filled with suitable
material can then line the inside or be strapped to the outside to achieve radiation protection. Any material ranging
from waiting equipment, tanks, collected junk and accumulated wastes can be attached to the outside to contribute
to radiation protection. Graspers at the doorframe can grasp material and place it into the garage, or pluck it out of
there to set it adrift in space, or to latch it into racks on the outside.
B: One Gee ‘Habitat’
Years of research in orbit have so far surfaced more concerns about the effects of sustained zero gee on the human
body and its immune system than solutions to cope with it. The level of partial gee required for sustained human
health is also unknown because true partial gee has nowhere yet been achieved long enough for exploring the effects.
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Furthermore serious concerns emerge about the effects of zero gee on the virulence of microbes living in space
stations. It is therefore decided to aim for a habitat with artificial 1 gee, using a rotating structure. The habitat houses
living quarters, gym, consoles and simulators for tele-operations and a workshop for working on small equipment
that can be brought in through the habitat access.
Data so far suggests that 3 rpm is what most humans can adapt to, ie. learn to cope with the confusing Coriolis
effects on the inner ear. This would require a rotating structure with a radius of 100 meters to achieve 1 gee. For a
first structure, one or two large bus-sized habitats shall be attached to a 100m long strut that also houses a pressurizable
access tube coming from the center of rotation. A counterweight shall be extended on the opposite side of the
rotational axis to achieve dynamic balance.
The question is: How to integrate the two apparently opposing requirements of garage and habitat into one stable
and secure orbiting space structure, ie. how to link a ‘rotor’ (habitat) with a ‘stator’ (garage). The search so far evolved
along the steps described here:

1. Two separate space-structures
The default option would of course be not to integrate at all. The garage and the rotating habitat would be two
separate structures that travel in exactly the same orbit one behind the other, a few hundred meters apart. Crew
transfer would then be through small shuttle ships travelling from one to the other.
This option was almost immediately discarded due to the operational problems resulting from all the frequent docking
and undocking, and the micronavigation of a fully equipped crew transfer vehicle this would require. Furthermore
keeping the two large structures precisely in the same orbit will be difficult with all the docking and undocking going
on. This would mean continuous micronavigation of large space structures. This is impractical.

2. Rotate it all
We considered – at least for the initial stages – to discard a stator altogether and build the zero-gee garage at the
center of rotation of a rotating structure: A central unit would act as the hub from which the two struts extend with
the habitat at the end of one 100m long strut and the counterweight with its own strut at the other end. The
counterweight could be workshops, gym, consoles and simulators for telerobotics, life-support, supplies. This
arrangement would allow attachment of the garage onto the hub extending along the rotational axis out in one
direction, while having a docking facility on the other side of the hub in the other direction of the rotational axis.
This would indeed allow us to have zero gee in the garage. However the walls of the garage would turn at 3 rpm.
The equipment to be worked on would either have very slight ‘gravity’ sitting on the side of the wall of the garage,
or be held in the rotational axis and thereby be in zero gee.
While this may be a temporary solution, this has no upscaling future:
• Docking and material transfer would be exclusively only possible at both ends of the rotational axis.
• It would be almost impossible to attach anything on the outside of the slowly spinning station, or pluck something
away from there, or to move anything around on the outside. Anything that would be let loose would have a
vector flinging it away from the station. This would be very impractical for the mass flows that will invariably
emerge on this station. Maintaining dynamic balance of the rotation of the whole station would be difficult with
all this mass flow.
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• Grasper-arms placed on the door frame of the garage would have difficulty grasping space equipment placed
outside the door to pull it into the garage.
We also came to realize that a rotating structure would begin to precess every time there are forces pushing on the
rotational axis.

PRECESSION:
A spinning object has a rotational axis. The more massive the object and the faster it spins, the more stable
that axis is (an effect used by navigational gyroscopes to detect directional changes). Now think of a force
that tries to push or pull that axis out of its orientation. The spinning mass will interact with this force. This
results in a new force that tries to move the axis at right angles from both the spinning axis and the direction
from which the original force comes.
Example: The spinning toy top does not fall because the spin stabilizes the vertical axis. However, small
perturbations will tip the axis out of vertical. As soon as that happens Earths gravity can pull the spinning
axis a little more out of the vertical. The result is that the axis moves in the direction of the spin. Gradually
the top starts to move in small circles which progressively increase because of reduced spinning speed and
steady gravitational pull, until finally it falls.
See also Wikipedia: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Precession

This is where we began using graphic representations to figure ourselves through the challenge. Keep in mind, that
when you look at the graphics, what looks like solid bars or cylinders actually will be ‘see-through’ gossamer structures
of grids and cables, thereby saving on mass. Only tanks holding liquids, the pressurized modules and radiation shields
will in effect look ‘solid’.

3. Two counter rotors
The first attempt at integration aimed at combining a stator garage with two counter-rotating structures that would
mutually cancel out any rotational forces on the whole structure.
We have here two rotating structures (green), counter-rotating against each other on the same axis held in place by
the stator (blue). Out both sides along the rotational axis are static garages (brown). Transferring from the rotor to
the stator is made possible by the ‘Synchromesh Airlock” (see next step). The fragile axis is held rigidly in place by
the large stator frames around the rotors. And these frames allow to attach equipment on the outside.
This option turns out to be very mass-intensive, with all the stator frames around the rotors (length of frames from
central axis would have to be more than 100m!!), two counter-rotating rotors etc.
One suggested solution to this problem was to replace the second rotor with large flywheels within the station (that
might back up as ‘batteries’ for short term storage of energy in the day-night cycles of LEO). That would take care
of a second rotor. But how to avoid the large frame around the rotor? Without it the rotor and stator would only hinge
on each other at the rotational axis. This is too risky.
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Structural Frame anchors external gear:
Solar Panels, Comms, Toolkits, EVA Support

Rotating Wheel Frame

Counter-rotating Wheel Frame
Garage

Garage Access

Rotating Bearing Shell

Tubeway
Static Structural Frame

Dual Airlock

Synchromesh Airlock
Exchange Hub

Static Garage
Static Structural Shell

Garage Door

Habitat or Workshop Unit

DRAFT SPECIFICATIONS LEOstation 1.0 Concept

© Jan Kaliciak EOS Mars Program
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Habitat or Workshop Unit

Tubeway

Static Structural Frame
Rotating Wheel Frame
Rotating Bearing Shell
Synchromesh Airlock
Exchange Hub
Garage Access

Static Structural Frame

Garage Door

DRAFT SPECIFICATIONS LEOstation 1.0 Concept
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This design shows how one rotor (green) would work without a frame, by using an outer cylinder as the main static
structure of the stator (blue) and a ‘bearing’ along the rim of it. Inside the stator cylinder the garage (brown) would
be placed on one side of the central hub, with a ‘Synchromesh Airlock’ (see next step) for transfer from the rotating
hub to the static garage.
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4. Transferring from Rotor to Stator
How does crew move between a rotating hub with 3rpm and a garage that is not rotating?

The ‘Synchromesh Airlock’

Tubeway

Synchromesh Airlock
Exchange Hub
Garage Access Airlock

PRINCIPLE OF OPERATION:
1. Airlock Capsule, doors both ends, is spun up to synchronise with Exchange Hub
2. Capsule is pushed forward and latches to Hub and disembarks crew
3. Capsule retracts into main tube and spins down to zero rpm
4. Capsule latches onto garage access end and allows exit into workshop
Notes:
Exchange Hub would have a tubeguide also (omitted for clarity)
The capsule may not require to move any great distance if inflatable collars are
used to create an airtight seal at either end, depending which end is being
synchronised.

DRAFT SPECIFICATIONS LEOstation 1.0 Concept
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This is a self-contained cylinder (yellow) that moves in a guiding tube between stator (brown) and rotor (green).
1. The cylinder docks at the static garage and then opens the hatch. Crew enters the cylinder.
2. Hatch closes and cylinder undocks. Then moves a few centimetres away within the guidance of the tube
towards the rotor.
3. The cylinder spins up to 3rpm to synchronize its turning with that of the rotor.
4. The cylinder moves another few centimetres towards the rotor and docks with it, opens hatch, and crew
move into the rotating hub.
5. Reverse in the other direction
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Ferrofluid seal
Another more elegant option would be to have the stator tube reach into the rotor tube (or vice versa), and the space
between them would be filled with a ferrofluid. A normal fluid would be pushed out into space by the inside airpressure.
However, since the fluid is magnetic, a magnetic field pulls it back into place between the two tubes. It also works
as lubrication between the two. Such a solution would allow one to simply ‘walk through’ between rotor and stator.

FERROFLUID:
Iron (or any other magnetic material) is ground into a very fine dust. Then all the dust particles are coated
with a surfactant so that they don’t clump together but rather slide past each other. Then this is mixed into a
fluid (usually oil). This fluid then reacts to magnetic fields and can be held in place or moved around according
to the magnetic environment in which it is.
Example: The spinning axis of computer harddisks need lubrication, but the lubricant must not leak into the
vacuum in which the hard disk spins. Ferrofluids take care of the lubrication but are held in place by magnetic
fields so their particles do not squirt into the vacuum.
See also Wikipedia: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ferrofluid

Habitat Module

Geodesic Beam with Kevlar Tunnel

Chase Tower
Airlock
Geodesic Truss
Storm Cellar
Continuous Structural Shell
Chase Tower Ring
Solar Panels Array

External Bearing Ring

Garage Door

Fuel. Gas & Chemical Stores

DRAFT SPECIFICATIONS LEOstation 2.0 Concept
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5. Stability at the rotational neck:
A recurring issue is how to structurally arrange for stability of the link between rotor and stator. How do the two large
structures securely grip each other while still allowing the rotation? How do we avoid that friction makes the rotor
take along the stator, seeing that the stator is nowhere anchored? Permanent motors that even out the relative
movements?

Chase Tower
Motor-driven Chase Tower shown rotating
and docking in sync with bearing ring
rotation (moves in either direction)

NO Central axle – rings move
ONLY over outside of main shell

Main structural shell runs
throughout station axis

DRAFT SPECIFICATIONS LEOstation 2.0 Concept
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This arrangement attempts to take care of these concerns:
The core idea is to have a large diameter continuous cylinder as the main structural shell of the stator (blue), to which
any further structures can be easily attached, this being all static. The inside of the large diameter cylinder remains
available throughout for a large static ‘hub’ that also acts as a storm-cellar (yellow), with garages on both sides
(brown).
Again we have two counter-rotating rotors (green) in order to cancel out any precession and frictional take-along of
the stator.
The rotors slide along the outside of the structural shell on external bearing rings, magnetically ‘lubricated’ as in
magnetic levitation trains.
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Habitat Module

Rotor Beam (Geodesic Farmework)
Fuel. Gas & Chemical Stores

Chase Tower
Airlock

External Bearing Ring (Geodesic Farmework)
Solar Panels Array

Airlock

Airlock

Chase Tower Ring (Geodesic Farmework)
Storm Cellar

External Bearing Ring (Geodesic Farmework)
Airlock
Airlock

Vestibule

Vestibule
Airlock

Kevlar Access Floatway
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Transfer of crew becomes complicated in this setting: A ‘chase-tower ring’ (brown) between the two bearing rings
can slow down to zero rotation and lock with an access coming out from the storm cellar (yellow), then:
1. Crew transfers into the chase tower, then hatch to storm cellar closed.
2. Chase tower speeds up to match with a rotor (can go both ways to meet one or the other rotor).
3. Chase tower docks with vestibule at the base of the strut leading out to the habitat. Then opens hatch.
4. Crew transfers to vestibule and then hand-over-hands down the ladder in the access tube towards the habitat.
5. Reverse in the opposite direction.
This may work, but the chase tower looks too complicated and vulnerable, certainly for an initial LEOstation.
A further issue also turned up: With all the docking and undocking and mass attachments and removals, there are
bound to be force vectors on the rotational axis, leading to precession if the two rotors are not perfectly balanced.
Precession would however gradually get worse. There would have to be a permanent and fast response rotational
control system, probably taken care of by heavy duty flywheels somewhere in the core of the station, shunting
rotational torque among the rotors and flywheels to maintain dynamic balance and keep the stator truly static.
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6. Tidally locked boom.
The most useful insight however emerged when we realized that such a large structure would experience tidal forces
from Earths gravity, and that this would be the most serious and permanent source for precession.

TIDE:
(Old Germanic word for time). When two masses orbit each other in space, they tend to work towards
permanently aligning their main masses all along a common axis. This is called tidal lock. The Moon is tidally
locked with Earth, since it always shows the same side to Earth because its own rotation is exactly timed
with the time of its orbit around Earth. Earth is, thank God, not yet tidally locked with the Sun, but our days
are getting incrementally longer as Earths spin slows down in the tidal pull of the Sun.
Tidal lock happens like this:
The center of gravity of the whole station will follow the precise orbital path. But those parts of the station
that are nearer to Earth are pulled by Earths gravity towards Earth more than those parts that are further away
from Earth, even though both parts may have exactly the same mass. So Earth will continuously want to align
the station masses in a straight vertical line coming up from the center of gravity of Earth.

The solution would be not to fight tidal forces, but to try and use this natural phenomenon as an asset. We realized
that a tidal lock would provide us an anchor for the stator and would ease our concerns about precession
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Rotor

Solar Array

Garage Bay
LEO Shuttle

Habitat

Radiators
Solar Array

Conveyor Way

Comms Array

Fuel (H20) and Gas Stores

Vestibule
Dock
LEO Shuttle

DRAFT SPECIFICATIONS LEOstation 3.0 Concept
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Escape Capsules (Red)
Air Storage (Green)

Water/Trim Tanks (Blue)

Storm Cellar (inside tanks shield)

Mass Concentrated down Boom

DRAFT SPECIFICATIONS LEOstation 3.4 Concept
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The core idea here is to attach a long vertical boom to the station at the point where the center of gravity of the
whole stator/rotor is. This allows Earth to pull the boom into a vertical line while the whole structure orbits. This
means the boom will always be pointed towards the center of Earth’s gravity and the rotational axis will always be
horizontal. Earth will always pull the boom back into the vertical when pushes and pulls from docking operations and
mass movements try to move it out of vertical. This tidal boom therefore acts as the anchor for the stator.
This anchor effectively counteracts any frictional take-along of the stator by the rotor. And that allows us to go back
to just one rotor.
The magnetic bearing ring makes a good grip between stator and rotor, so we keep it.
The large diameter cylinder as the strong structural shell of the stator therefore remains, housing a storm cellar
surrounded with tanks doubling as radiation shields, and a garage. Between them a bulkhead housing large gyros
working both as further directional stabilizers and as energy storage.
Tanks on the outside of the structural shell can simultaneously act both as fuel depots (for fuelling orbital tugs and
craft, etc) and as further radiation shields, and for shifting ballast to ensure that the center of gravity of this whole
contraption is exactly at the attachment point of the boom for perfect vertical alignment with the boom.
However, we replace the Chase Tower again with a Synchromesh Airlock (or ferrofluid sealing, or both).

A rigid transfer corridor (brown) rotates along with the rotor (green) and leads to the rotational center, where the
Synchromesh Airlock leads to the storm cellar (yellow), from which the garage is reached (mauve).
A shuttle is shown waiting outside the garage door to be pulled in. This may be one way to dock. However, since
the structural shell is static, the shuttle could also dock on the sides of the structural shell, with an access to either
the garage or the stormcellar, or both.
Some initial analysis shows this solution seems to provide a safe default setting for rotational stability issues:
The vertical boom always pulls the rotational axis into horizontal, therefore…
A. In case friction in the bearings manages to transfer torque from rotor to stator (Roll), the long boom provides
enough inertia to counteract it for a while, and Earths tidal pull will then realign the boom again into vertical.
B. Pitching the rotational axis up or down will also be counteracted by the tidal pull on the boom, ensuring
the axis automatically reverts back to horizontal.
C. A Yaw push on the rotational axis would be easy, were it not for the precession this would trigger in the
pitch direction. However pitch is taken care of by the boom, so the yaw cannot happen. The large gyros
in the core of the station in the bulkhead will also help take care of yaw.
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LEO Shuttle

VIEW FROM ABOVE

Garage Bay

Structural Shell
Gyrorotors on rear bulkhead

Floatway to Habitat

Storm Cellar

Solar Panels on Bearing Ring

Sample bracing cable
Rotating Bearing Ring
Synchromesh Airlock

Magnetic Bearings

Rigid Transfer Corridor
Geodesic Cage

Solar Array
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Nylon Fishing Line

12 Volts DC

Swivel

Balsawood ‘Habitat’ module

Lead Ballast Weight

Rotor Superglued
to spindle head

12 Volt Electric Motor in casing

Balsawood ‘Habitat’ module

PRECESSION EXPERIMENT: LEOstation TEST 01
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This has been borne out by dynamic tests on hanging models. These experiments using simple materials to hand,
demonstrate torque characteristics of a rotating beam without a gravity boom. In the first instance, balancing the
rig even with a disproportionate lead weight is nearly impossible, as the suspension point would have to be too close
forward to the revolving beam and so foul it. When power is applied to the low rpm motor (this is much faster than
3rpm, however), the whole rig wildly precesses. This image is about life-size for scale.
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PRECESSION EXPERIMENT: LEOstation TEST 02

© Jan Kaliciak EOS Mars Program
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These precessions occur in all axes as borne out by the blurred nature of the photo image, and the depth of arcs
described by the flailing rotor.
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Second generation set of tests, this
time with a Gravity Gradient Boom.
The model is designed in scale with
the draft drawings of LEOstation.
In this instance the boom is 42cm
long, including the added metal
counterweight.
Despite the added boom, trimming
weight in the form of lead ballast is
still required in the ‘garage’ end of
the cylinder. A trim capability using
water tanks at this location seems
to be an inevitable part of a final
design.
Rotor at rest. Note slight declination
of boom relative to the inscribed grid.

PRECESSION EXPERIMENT: LEOstation TEST 05
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With the model adjusted and
balanced to its Centre of Gravity, and
full power is applied, there is no sign
of precession.
Note clarity of the digital photograph,
with no motion blurring of the
infrastructure, while the rotor is
clearly rotating at speed.
The torque of the rotating beam has
now pulled the gravity gradient boom
square on to the inscribed grid.
The larger mass of a station should
therefore be concentrated at its lower
extremities in respect to Earth.

PRECESSION EXPERIMENT: LEOstation TEST 06

© Jan Kaliciak EOS Mars Program
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Orbital considerations
For the initial LEOstation the orbit will almost certainly be equatorial because all materials will be initially sourced
from Earth. Launching of construction elements and supplies on the Equator into the equatorial orbital plane will be
the cheapest solution for mass to reach the station. Since launched craft and station both remain in the equatorial
plane this also allows to avoid having to ‘dog-leg’ in orbit for rendezvous and thereby reduces the amount of fuel
required. Presumably launches will be from international waters in order to avoid political issues and in order to find
a cheap solution for a clear range?
Orbital altitude will probably be at 500-800km circular in order to be well above atmospheric drag. Maybe it will be
possible to do initial assemblies at a lower altitude if regular boosting can be done to counteract drag and then finally
to push the station out to 500-800km.
A critical point is the orientation of the rotational axis in orbit: The rotational axis must not change direction throughout
a whole orbit, or precession would occur which the boom would have trouble to cope with. This would obviously
be the case in this scenario:

Equatorial plane of orbit

Rotor revolves perpendicular to plane of orbit

Rotor axis 9oº to Earth’s axis

DIAGRAM 01: LEOstation Research
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There is only one solution to this, ie. that the rotational plane of the rotor is exactly the same as the plane of the orbit
of the whole station:
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This in effect means that the axis of the rotor points straight at the North Star, since the station orbits on the Equator
and Earth’s orbital axis aims at the North Star too.

Equatorial plane of orbit

Rotor revolves parallel to plane of orbit

Rotor axis Parallel to Earth’s axis

DIAGRAM 02: LEOstation Research
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FURTHER OPEN ISSUES
Transfers across the rotational ‘neck’
The Synchromesh Airlock is designed to transfer humans from the stator to the rotor and back. Presumably the same
will hold true for solids.
But how will fluids transfer? In tanks?
How will power transfer across this gap? Microwave? Magnetic induction?
How will the datalinks be? All wireless?

Boom design
It appears that a boom may work better if it went both upwards and downwards. Furthermore these booms could
also act as elevators for releasing payloads at other altitudes, similar to tethers. In the extreme case a cable attached
to the downward boom could reach far down and act as a ‘sky hook’ that captures payloads there and hauls them
up to the stator. Shall this be explored, and if at all, when would it make sense to consider adding this capacity to
LEOstation?
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Magnetic bearings
How will the ‘mag-lev’ bearings operate on the bearing rings? How will magnetic coupling friction be reduced to a
minimum?
Dynamic balance of rotors
With people and mass moving up and down the struts to the habitats and counterweights, how will these be
dynamically balanced? Pumping fluids?
Partial gee research
So far it has been impossible to achieve sustained partial gee for conducting any research on humans/biologicals/materials.
This however is critical to explore solutions for safe long duration space travel, etc. The rotors would allow to place
experiments along the struts at carefully calibrated sustained partial gees from very small to 1 gee. Such a facility
may become a major source of initial income for the LEOstation. What would be the structural implications?
Fluid management and material flows
The effects of material flows on the station need to be carefully looked into.
• There will be Coriolis effects for masses moving up and down the boom.
• Ballast distribution may be critical to ensure the boom is always aligned with the center of gravity of the
whole upper structure.
• Moving materials around on the outside of the station needs to be looked into: Graspers and twiddlers as
on the space-tugs, handing stuff along to each other to latch into racks on the outside?
Growth
How does this design grow to accommodate larger garages, and/or more habitats? Or is is better to aim for the
construction of a bigger station from scratch?
How would the units for processing asteroid material be attached to this station, or would they be separate flyers?
How would large fuel depots be configured? Attached to the station or separate flyers?
All other typical issues with regard to:
• Life support
• Energy systems
• Security systems
• Docking procedures
• General operations
• Telerobotics
• Etc.

The NEAmines groups welcomes feedback on these preliminary designs.
We also welcome people who may want to join the effort. Please surf to:
http://www.asteroidmines.net/
All illustrations are copyrighted.
Permission for their use in any other publication or format must first be sought
by contacting Jan Kaliciak at eos.mars.program@btinternet.com
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APPENDIX

LEOstation: Side View
© Jan Kaliciak EOS Mars Program 21 Dec 2007
Licenced for applications by NEA Mines Group
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APPENDIX

LEOstation: Scaled Elevation
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